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Q U A N T U M D E F O R M A T I O N OF RELATIVISTIC 

S U P E R S Y M M E T R Y * 

Jan Sobczyk 

1) In this contribution I am going to review recent research on quantum defor

mations of Poincare supergroup and superalgebra. It is based on a series of papers 

[1-5] and is motivated by both mathematics and physics. On the mathematical side, 

some new examples of noncommutative and noncocommutative Hopf superalgebras 

have been discovered. Moreover, it turns out that they have an interesting internal 

structure of graded bicrossproduct [5-6]. As far as physics is concerned the discussed 

deformations are closely related to quantum deformations of (not super!) Poincare 

group and algebra which has become a subject of considerable interest in recent 

years [7] These deformations involve dimensional parameter K (the classical case cor

responds to the limit K —> oo) and some authors tried to impose limits on possible 

numerical values of K coming from physical arguments [8]. Even if it is too early to 

say what is true physical significance of "quantum groups" it is certainly important 

to investigate different possibilities. Quantum groups appeared so far in physical 

literature in some two-dimensional models [9]. On the other hand there have been 

many efforts to consider quantum deformations of fundamental objects of relativistic 

physics: Poincare group and Minkowski space [10]. In the case of Poincare group 

and algebra some classification theorems are known. For example there exist a clas

sification of possible quantum deformations of Poincare group [11] and an analogous 

classification of classical r-matrices for Poincare algebra [12]. On the physics side 

*This paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitted for publication elsewhere; 
supported by KBN grant 2P 302 08706 
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some authors tried to investigate consequences of deformations of Poincare algebra 

in simple models [13]. Taking into account a role of supersymmetry in theoretical 

high energy physics it seems to be worthwhile to consider also quantum deformations 

of superPoincare group and algebra. 

In trying to construct quantum deformation of superPoincare algebra one faces 

two technical difficulties. The first is that the superalgebra in question is not a 

semisimple one so that one cannot take immediate advantage of Drinfeld-Jimbo de

formations [14]. The second is that on the superHopf algebra level we wish to keep 

a notion of reality. There are few strategies to overcome the first obstacle. One can 

start from some bigger semisimple Lie superalgebra for which the standard quantum 

deformation is known and then try to single out the deformation of superPoincare 

algebra as a superHopf subalgebra. In [15] this program was almost realized. "Al

most", as one necessarily arrives at extension of the structure we want obtain, namely 

at quantum deformation of superWeyl algebra. More effective procedure (however 

much more involved from the technical point of view) is to perform a suitable con

traction. It is well known that this procedure leads to an interesting class of quantum 

deformation of space-time symmetries in different numbers of dimensions and with 

different signatures [16]. It is therefore suggestive to start from the quantum defor

mation of OSp{\, 4) which - classically - produces after contraction the superPoincare 

algebra. In the paper [1] it was shown that in fact in this way it is possible to con

struct the required structure. In the rest of this paper we shall call it /c-deformed 

Poincare superalgebra. As a typical feature in this type of computations, one has to 

"renormalize" the deformation parameter of Uq{OSp{\,£j) as q = exp 7^--, where R 

is a contraction parameter. 

2) For a sake of completeness we give first the definition of super (or Z2-graded) 

Hopf algebra [17] 

We assume that H is a Z2-graded algebra, i.e. as a vector space H = Ho © H\. 

We define the parity of an element h G H as follows: 

P{h) = o if h e Wo; p{h) = l if h e Hx. ( l ) 

We introduce the tensor product of two Z2-graded algebras H ®H! as Z2-graded 

algebra with the following multiplication rule 

(h ® h') • (g ® g') = (-lyW'^hg ® h'g' (2) 

where h,g € W and h',g' € ti'. 
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The Hopf superalgebra (7i, A, e, S) is defined in the following way: H is a Z2-

graded algebra. The comultiplication map A : W —• W ® W is a homomorphism of 

7i and is superassociative, i.e. 

(A ® 1) ® (A) = (1 ® A) ® (A) (3) 

where the tensor product is defined in (2); besides A( l ) = 1 ® 1 

The counit e is linear map 7i—>C, where 

e(hh') = e(h)e(h'), (e ® 1) ® (A(h) = (1 ® e)A(h) = h (4) 

The antipode S is defined as linear antiisomorphism 7i —• 7i with the property 

(m(h ®h') = h- h') 

m o (S ® 1) o A(h) = m o (1 ® S) o A(/i) =- e(h) -1 (5) 

If we introduce the graded flip operation: 

<T(h®h') = (-iy(hMh,)h'®h- (6) 

and the graded opposite coproduct 

A'(h) = a o A(h) (7) 

we obtain also that 

(S ® S)A(A) = A'(5(fc)) (8) 

as well as 

S(hh') = (-l)p{h)p(h,)S(h')S(h) (9) 

3) Let us now present a complete set of formulas defining the quantum deformation 

of superPoincare algebra. The following notation is used: P^ are momenta, Lj -

boosts, Mj - 0(3) rotations and QA, QA ' two-component Weyl spinors. 

[Mi, Pj] = ieijkPk, [Mi, Po] = 0 (10) 

[P„ P„] = 0, [Lu Mj] = ieijkLk, [Lu P0] =- iPi (11) 

P 
[Li, Pj] = ixSij sinh —, [Mi, Mj] = ieijkMk (12) 

/c 

[Lit Lj] = -ieijk(Mk cosh ^ - -J-r„ sinh ̂  + T^Pk(T0 - 4MP)) (13) 
K o/C Z/C 1D/C 
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where 

T» = QA(<T„)ABQB <r, = (a,l2) (14) 

(Tp satisfy the following commutation relations: 

[Ti, Tj] = -4ieijk(PkTo - 2/c sinh ^-Tk), [T0, T] = -4ie,ifcP,Tfc) (15) 

Further relations are: 

[Mu QA] = -\(<n)A
BQB, [Li, QA] = - \ cosh YK^ABQB (16) 

[P„QA] = [P,,QA] = 0 (17) 

{QA, QB} = ^AB sinh § - 2Pi(<Ti)AB (18) 

{QA,QB} = {QA,QB} = 0 (19) 

A(P0) = Po ® 1 + 1 ® Po, A(P.) = P,- ® e ^ + e " £ ® P, (20) 

A(M.) = Mi ® 1 + 1 ® Mi (21) 

A(L.) = L, ® e ^ + e-^Z,,- + — e,ifc(P,- ® Mfce& + M j e - £ ® Pfc)+ 
•v/C 

+ ^ ( ^ h a ( 0 i e - - ® Q B e£ + Q B e"^ ® QAe&) (22) 

A(Q^) = QA ® e ^ + e "£ ® QA (23) 

A ( 0 A ) = QA ® e ^ + e " ^ ® 0^ (24) 

5(10 = -Li + - P , = - I , - + pP - ^-(QcxiQ + QaiQ) (25) 
/C _£/C O/C 

S(Mi) = -Mi S(Pli) = -P M (26) 

e(X) = 0 for X € {P„, I,-, Af,-, Oi , 0 i ) (27) 

4) It is well known that the superPoincare algebra has a structure of graded semidi-

rect product*. It is interesting to observe that the quantum deformed analog of this 

structure is graded bicrossproduct. Let us introduce this notion with mathematical 

accuracy. 

We assume that Wi, 7i2 are two Hopf superalgebras (we put ft, #, / £ Wi, a, 6, c G 

W2). We assume further that H2 is a right Hi module, with the action a satisfying 

the grading property (we use the notation a(a ®h) = a<h) 

ab<h = (-iy(h(*Mh\a < h{1))(b< h{2)) (28) 
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a<(hg) = (a<h)<g (29) 

H\ is a left 7i2-comodule cosuperalgebra with the action ft satisfying ft (I) = 1 ® 1 

and the following properties (we shall often use the notation ft(h) = A(1) ® A(2)) 

( l® /? )o /? = ( A ® l ) o / ? (30) 

(e®l)oft(h) = lHl®h (31) 

(1 ® A)ft(h) = m\2<T23(p ® ft)A (32) 

The linear Z2-graded space (superspace) *H\ ® Ti2 is endowed with the Hopf su-

peralgebra structure and defines the Z2-graded bicrossproduct Hopf superalgebra 

7i\>4 7i2 with the following definitions of multiplication, comultiplication, counit and 

antipode 

(h ® a)(g ®b) = ( - I ^ W ^ C D J ^ J g) (a < g(2))b (33) 

A(h ®a) = (-l)P (W2)Mad))ft (1) 0 h{2)Wa{1) ® *i(2)
(2) ® a(1) (34) 

e(h ® a) = e(h) - e(a) (35) 

• S(h ® a) = (-1)^(2))-P(ft(1))+P(a)l(l ® S(hWa))(S(hW) ® 1) (36) 

if the following compatibility conditions are satisfied (compare with [18]): 

e(a <h) = e(a)e(h) (37) 

A(a < A)(-l)P(a(2))W'l(i))+p('l(2)(1))](a(1) 4 h{1))h{2)W ® a ( 2 ) < fe(2)
(2) (38) 

/?(/><,) = ( - I J P ^ ^ ^ ^ + P ^ ) ^ ^ ^ ! ) « ff(1))S(2)W ® fe(2^(2)
(2) (39) 

fc(1)
(1)(a < Z>(2)) ® A(1)

(2) = (-l)P(aW/l(2/
1))+P(^(i))P(/l(2)(

2))(a « />(1))/>(2)
(1) ® h{2)™ (40) 

5) Now we show that the /c-deformed Poincare superalgebra has a structure of 

graded bicrossproduct. This structure is not immediately seen in formulas (10-27). 

Below we shall demonstrate how it can be described in terms on generators P+, 

L+, M / , Q\ and Qt which differ from previously introduced generators (without a 

subscript +) by a simple (but nonlinear) redefinition. The statement proven in [3] is 

that 

UK(V4.A) = T 4 > . o ( l , 3 ; 2) (41) 

where UK(V4-t\) denotes the ^-deformation of superPoincare algebra, 0 (1 ,3 ; 2) is the 

undeformed superHopf subalgebra of superPoincare algebra generated by Lorentz 
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transformations and Q^, and T£2 is a Hopf superalgebra generated by four-momenta 
and Weyl spinors QA with defining relations: 

[Pfi+,P+] = 0, [Q+
A,P+] = 0 (42) 

po 

AP0
+ = P0

+ ® 1 + 1 ® P0
+, AP,+ = P,+ ® 1 + e"2" ® Pt

+ (43) 

A(0+) = 1® Q+
A + Q+

A ® e ^ (44) 

5(0+) = - 0 > - ^ (45) 

The actions and coaction defining the bicrossproduct are mappings 

a :T - a ® 0 ( 1 , 3 : 2 ) ^ ^ (46) 

/?: 0(1,3; 2 ) - + 7 ^ ® 0(1,3; 2) (47) 

+ -PtP? (48) Pţ < LÍ+) = -iSti !<,-.-->> •£*•>• 

QT < ^ = ^ " ^ ( 0 ( + ) ^ h - ^iklPk
+(Q^i)A (49) 

O ^ < QA+) = ̂ AB ^nh ^ - 2e&P?{*i)A6 (50) 

/? (Z,|+)) = e " £ ® L+ + ietjfcP,+ ® M+ + -^(<r,-)^e^Q+ ® Q+ (51) 

• )9(Qi)=e-S-®gJ (52) 

All the details can be found in [5]. 

The discovered graded bicrossproduct structure is important for many reasons. 

In enables to define a natural action of the /c-deformed superPoincare algebra on the 

chiral superspace. Then it is a very useful tool in demonstrating the duality between 

the quantum deformation of the algebra and the group [19]. It is also possible that 

bicrossproduct structure might be helpful in solving a problem whether there exist a 

universal .R-matrix for UK(V4;\). 

To complete the discussion of UK(V4-i) let us mention that it is possible to find 

its Casimir operators. The first Casimir is completely analogous as in the case of 

/c-deformed Poincare algebra 

C2= (2 /cs inh^) - P 2 (53) 
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In order to find the second Casimir it is useful to find a new basis for UK(V^i) in 

which the algebraic sector is undeformed and all the deformation is contained in a 

very complicated coproduct. This program has been performed in [4] where one can 

find all the technical details. With the knowledge of Casimir operators one can try 

to develop a theory of representations of UK(V^i). 

6) An important information which can be deduced from the formulae (20-24) is a 

form of classical r-matrix. It is only necessary to analyze the lowest order deformation 

terms of the coproduct. It turns out that in the classical limit as K —• oo UK(V4;i) 

gives rise to the Lie superbialgebra that is a coboundary. The corresponding classical 

r-matrix reads: 

r(UK(V4il)) = Lj A Pi - %-QA A QX (54) 

Classical r-matrices make Lie groups Poisson-Lie groups as they enable to define on 

the group Poisson bracket which is compatible with the group action. If we forget 

for a moment about all the dispute about the proper way to define supergroup we 

can do the same for r-matrix in the supersymmetric case. Poisson superbrackets 

one obtains contain information about lowest order deformation of the quantum su

pergroup. An obvious simple idea to obtain a quantum group is to change Poisson 

brackets into commutators. This procedure is in general ambiguous due to order

ing problems. There are however examples in which these ambiguities are absent 

so that it leads to correct results. It is a way in which AC-deformation of Poincare 

group was obtain [20]. If one repeats this procedure in the superPoincare case, one 

discovers that unfortunately ordering ambiguities do appear. It turns out however 

that in the discussed case it is possible to choose the ordering is such a way that one 

obtains a consistent superHopf algebra - AC-deformation of the Poincare supergroup. 

Moreover one obtains another example of graded bicrossproduct [2]. We present now 

some technical details. The coordinates on the Poincare supergroup are taken to 

be: (Af, A%) (we use the spinorial representation of the Lorentz generators), "chiral" 

translations z^ = x^ + ^O^cr^^Op, supertranslations 0 and 0. We can introduce now 

two AC-deformed Hopf super algebras: 

i) The algebra of functions C(z^9a) on Ac-deformed chiral superspace (z^0a), 

with the following Hopf super algebra relations: 

[ziy Zj) = 0 , [*o, Zi] = — Z i (55) 
AC 

[z0,ea) = -^9a, [zuea] = o, {ea,9p} = o. (56) 
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and 

A(z^) = Zp ® 1 + 1 ® z„ (57) 

A(0a) = 0a®l + l®9a (58) 

ii) The classical Hopf superalgebra of functions C(Aa0, A^'6,6a) on the superex

tension of classical Lorentz group, with the following defining relations: 

[Aa0, Al6] = [Aa0, A.*} = [A .̂ , A.h] = 0 (59) 

[Aa0, ft*] = [i4A/Jj £>] = 0 {h, 00} = 0 (60) 

A>4a0 = . 4 ^ ® A10, A.AA/j = Aay ® -4^ (61) 

A05 = 0* ® 1 + (A^) - 1 ® fy . (62) 

In the paper [5] the following statement has been proven: The D = 4 /c-deformed 

Poincare supergroup can be described as the graded bicrossproduct Hopf superalgebra 

CH(V4ii) = C(z„ 0a)^ C(Aa0, Aah h) (63) 

with the following definition of the action a 

h<zi = -h^-{A+AT1\^ (64) 

h<z0 = -^(A+A)a% (65) 

h<^ = -hl1-{AA+)~% (66) 

Aa0
 <zi = — [(A<Tk)a0Aik(A, A) - (cr,A)a(3] (67) 

Aa0 <zi = ± [(<TiA)a0A,k(A, A) - (An).,]] (68) 

Aa0 < zo = ^(A<r^)jAio(A, A) (69) 

Aa0 < * = ^(<TiA)jAio(A, A) (70) 

Aa0 <0T = Aafi<Oy = O (71) 

and coaction /? 

ß(zџ) = Л/(Л, Ã) ® zv - i(A-V<rџ)aß ß ® a (72) 

ß( a) = (A-%a® 0 (73) 
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Taking into account very similar properties of /c-deformations of Poincare and 

superPoincare group and algebras it is very likely that also in the super case both 

Hopf algebras are dual to each other. But a proof of this hypothesis is still missing. 
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